In this poster, we describe a framework composed of the R 2 O mapping language and the ODEMapster processor to upgrade relational legacy data to the Semantic Web. The framework is based on the declarative description of mappings between relational and ontology elements and the exploitation of such mapping descriptions by a generic processor capable of performing both massive and query driven data upgrade.
INTRODUCTION
The problem tackled in our proposal is the association of explicit semantics -based on existing ontologies-with the content of legacy databases (conforming the "Deep Web" [2] ) to facilitate the interchange, combination, integration among systems & processes or automatic reasoning on their content. In other words, its upgrade to the Semantic Web. [1] . Table 1 describes the pros and cons of the main approaches to database data upgrade.
WORK OBJECTIVES
The framework we present in this poster is intended to:
• Be capable of mapping independently conceived, developed and maintained ontologies and databases.
• Implement the more flexible architecture: a generic engine and exploiting a declarative definition of correspondences.
• Allow massive (batch) and query driven upgrade execution.
•
Provide an extendable set of primitives, not limited by DBMS expressivity.
The following diagram describes our proposal schematically. 
Conditions and Operations

Conditions and operations allow the description of "under which circumnstances a database individual (a relational tuple, a database record) can be upgraded to a Semantic Web individual (an instance of the target ontology)" and "what kind of
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Attribute mapping definitions
Mapping definitions for attributes are defined as sets of if-then rules that allow the conditional generation of attribute values as well as multivaluation. The structure of an attribute mapping definition is described by the following example. The value of the ontology attribute type is calculated based on the application of the set of rules (selector): If the condition part (applies-if) is verified, then the action part (aftertransform) is executed to generate a value. 
The ODEMapster processor
The ODEMapster processor generates Semantic Web instances from relational instances based on the mapping description expressed in an R 2 O document. ODEMapster offers two modes of execution: Query driven upgrade (on-the-fly query translation) and massive upgrade batch process that generates all possible Semantic Web individuals from the data repository. 
RELATED WORK
The definition and exploitation of mappings between relational databases and ontologies have been dealt with in the area of information integration with approaches like OBSERVER [8] , PICSEL [4] , MOMIS [5] , all of them wrapper dependent and following a mediator approach (no complex mapping situations).
Other upgrade approaches are D2R [6] , KAON-Reverse [7] , which are less expressive and only allow massive batch upgrade.
CONCLUSSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Achievements: R 2 O definition and implementation of the first version of the ODEMapster processor. Tested in the generation of the semantic portal www.esperonto.net/fundfinder in the context of the ESPERONTO project. Currently being tested and soon available for download at www.oeg-upm.net.
Future trends:
Validation of ontology axioms. Ontology learning based on database instance data. Mappings evolution, change propagation. Evaluation and enhancements on performance.
